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ABSTRACT

Non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) is an emerging storage technology unifying the
advantages of DRAM and classical block-based secondary storage devices such as HDD and SSD,
and is expected to replace the latter in database systems in the near future. Existing works have
shown that especially hybrid-memory systems smartly combining DRAM and NVRAM are a
promising architecture. However, NVRAM is subject to specific errors such as NVDIMM failures
necessitating data replication to prevent primary data loss. Current state-of-the-art systems apply
a synchronous physical replication of the persistent data to the NVDIMMs of remote sockets
in a scale-up system by using a master- slave approach, whereby readers can only access the
master. This approach yields a high overhead, but has no benefit beyond fault tolerance. The goal
of this diploma thesis is to investigate, in how far a novel structurally polymorphic replication
representing different replicas of the same base data in different data structures and using them
to facilitate efficient query processing can alleviate these drawbacks.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

With the advent of Non-Volatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM or NVM), database management
systems (DMBS) tried to leverage this new technology for faster data access and near instant re-
covery. NVM offers persistence at main memory level, and when compared to the traditional
domain of persistence using disk-based secondary storage, it offers faster random access, cache
line write-out atomicity features and near-instant use within processes through direct access tech-
nologies. But with this shift of the persistence domain we also have to change the way we estab-
lish durability and consistency using this technology. HDDs or SSDs are used by establishing
file systems on those, which can additionally be protected using redundancy. DBMS then main-
tain different kinds of logs on those disks next to the main base data for keeping record of the
changes introduced to the base data by the transactions. Other than this, DBMS also employ
index structures for faster access of rows or column data, by for speeding up query processing
by implementing operators on those index structures. For in-memory DBMS using DRAM, this
would result in a rebuild after restart of the DBMS. Previous work has also showed that such
structures and their underlying data structures can be kept in persistent memory entirely or par-
tially to speed up restart. However, previous work has not explored the relationship of using
those data structures as a representation of the base data and also acting as a fall-back represen-
tation of the base data structure while being kept on a different NVRAM-DIMM (NVDIMM) for
the case that the original version goes corrupt or that the other NVDIMM is lost due to failure.

Furthermore, scale-up systems employ a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture of
their CPUs with relation to the adjacent memory banks, which means that we (a) have multi-
ple CPU sockets (NUMA nodes) with multiple cores each a non-common last level cache (LLC)
between those CPU sockets, and (b) the access times of one core to one memory location is depen-
dent on the relative location of one another within the system. Since we want to serve as many
queries as possible at a time, it makes sense to investigate whether putting said base representa-
tion and its replication on distinct NUMA nodes can be used to speed up query processing.

In this thesis, we will first examine what kinds of persistent data structures can be used to repre-
sent base data, which in our case is column data. Those data structures must also be usable for
query processing, and since we already have operator implementations for base columns at our
hands, we can identify beneficial operator implementations for those data structures and compare
their throughputs with the column data based ones. We will identify a model using selectivities of
selections to project the execution time of those operators and identify decision points for which
it would be best to use index structures or columns, while also taking potential remoteness of the
data within the NUMA system into account. We use those operator execution time estimates to
model query execution times, and develop placement strategies for the different representations
of the data to most likely benefit query processing of incoming queries based on a pre-known
workload, and identify where to run queries within the NUMA system based on the currently
established replication decision.

Following to this introduction, we will first discuss the foundations of this thesis regarding per-
sistent memory, NUMA configurations and the influence on DBMS in chapter 2. In chapter 3 we
will look into literature related to this work, including discussion of the analytical query engine
MorphStore as the basis of implementation for this work, suggestions on the design of persistent
memory DBMS, usual replication mechanisms in DBMS as well as usable data structures as a rep-
resentation for base data. In chapter 4 we will identify challenges regarding replication of base
data concerning the overheads it introduces, as well as the advantages it provides for query pro-
cessing. Chapter 5 will provide a cost model basis for the handling of operators with regard to the
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execution time differences using different data structures, and give advice on what decisions an
optimizer component can leverage those structurally different data structures in NUMA systems.
It also provides two approaches for a placement advisor, which decides where to put which data
structures in a NUMA system given knowledge about a workload.

The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. to provide a measure for the select-operator to identify to use which data structure given
that we know the location of the executing thread regarding which node it is placed on.

2. to identify the challenges that are introduced by multi threading of several data-intensive
threads to execution speeds on NUMA nodes.

3. to provide decision strategies where to execute queries given that we have knowledge about
the break even points for execution times when using different local/non-local data struc-
tures for different operators.

4. to provide recommendations where to put data structures in a NUMA system given knowl-
edge about the typical workload it is presented with.
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Chapter 2 Hardware Foundations

In order to understand the rationale behind using different replicas for storage and their perfor-
mance if placed on different NUMA nodes, we first have to get in-depth knowledge about the
traits of persistent memory, how NUMA configurations impact performance and what the sig-
nificance of each of those aspects is to DBMS. This chapter will first explain traits and usage of
persistent memory, and why replication on persistent memory is necessary in section 2.1. The
following section 2.2 will then explain what NUMA systems are and how they impact the perfor-
mance of DBMS.

2.1 PERSISTENT MEMORY

Persistent memory, also addressed by the more general term storage class memory, or Non-
Volatile Memory (NVM) as well as Non-Volatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM) are terms
which address persistent storage on main memory level. For the remainder of this thesis, we will
address this technology through the abbreviation NVM. In contrast to DRAM, it features non-
volatility of data even after system shutdown or power outage. The hardware DIMMs are called
NVDIMMs and are now commercially available. [1] In contrast to secondary storage, which has
to be addressed using the input/output system of the OS, the processors can directly ensure per-
sistence through load/store instructions.

Recent years brought persistent memory technologies to near or fully production-ready quality,
including phase change memory [2], memristors [3] or Intels Optane DC NVDIMM [1] platform.
Persistent memory, and also in a broader sense storage class memory as the general class of mem-
ory, is characterized by properties that differ from block-based memory technologies:

• Non-volatility: in contrast to DRAM, stores to NVM remain the same state even after power
outage [4]

• Byte-Addressability: like access to DRAM, NVM is accessed by the processor via the mem-
ory bus and therefore byte-granular access of data is possible. [5]

• Cacheline-sized write-out: similarly, writes to memory do not necessarily follow the write-
properties of HDD- or SDD-based storage, and offer potentially cacheline-sized atomic
write outs. Certain platforms may also include CPU caches in the power-fail protected
domain, which guarantees that upon system crash or power loss the caches will be written
to persistent memory. [6]

• Read/Write asymmetry: reading data from NVM is about as fast as reading from DRAM,
but suffers from worse performance when writing to it [4]

• High throughput: especially concerning write-throughput the bandwidth with which data
can be processed is increased from orders in microseconds to nanoseconds with properties
approaching DRAM-levels. [7]

• Limited-write endurance: like SSD memory cells, cells in NVM can suffer from wear-out
faster than DRAM or HDD storage if not mitigated at a hardware level, [5] which puts a
second penalty to write accesses next to the degraded write performance

14



2.1 Persistent Memory

2.1.1 Low-level Access to Persistent Memory

With the ability to establish persistence at main memory level, one first needs to consider means
how to access and how to handle this new persistence domain. Processors, programming lan-
guages and OS interfaces were designed with volatility of RAM in mind. Furthermore, DBMS
used to write to disk for persistence, so usual means for ensuring persistence of data need to be
reevaluated for each of those aspects. Writes to disk followed a read-modify-write routine, which
involved DRAM as an intermediate layer for modification. This can be done using POSIX disk
access interfaces or the system call mmap(), which provides a convenient way of blending in file
data into a process’ address space. [8] When considering mmap() for accessing file data in a byte-
granular fashion, msync() can be used to flush the current state of data in caches and DRAM to
disk, which includes flushing of the cache data to DRAM itself. [9] The msync() call can therefore
also be used to flush cache state to NVM. This call comes with overhead, however, which needs
to be accounted for when balancing out demands for durability and execution speed. Due to such
demands, extensions to the x86 instruction sets have been implemented, as will be discussed in
the following section.

2.1.2 Persistent Memory Allocators

Allocators for NVM, in contrast to DRAM-based allocators, need to provide durability and con-
sistency of written data at a well-defined point within execution. As processors were designed
to have volatile data residing in caches and providing a zero-programming-overhead speedup
using such while operating on slower DRAM, extensions to usual programming models have to
be made to factor in flushing data from caches to persistent memory at RAM-level. [7]

Fundamental for providing durability of written data from caches to NVM are two instructions,
the first being CLFLUSH, and the second one being CLWB. [4] CLFLUSH is the traditional bare-
metal instruction posed by the x86 ABI used to implement msync() and writes back lines of cache
to main memory and evicts them from the cache, but imposes a strong order of instructions and
is synchronous, such that stores to cache cannot be optimized by the processor. Due to this,
CLFLUSHOPT and CLWB are two instructions which have been introduced to write back lines
of cache to main memory. CLFLUSHOPT and CLWB are part of a recent NVM-related extension
to the x86 instruction set, are both weakly-ordered and therefore perform better than CLFLUSH,
and are asynchronous. CLWB further differs from CLFLUSHOPT by not evicting the cache line
after write-back to main memory. [4]

Unfortunately, issuing stores to NVM need to be serialized using either sfence or mfence to pro-
vide consistency of data. [7] sfence is an instruction which requires all pending stores to be
executed, while mfence also includes loads to be finished before its call. Each of the aforemen-
tioned asynchronous memory write-back instructions require one sfence to be issued before and
one after each to provide consistency. [7]

Allocators use direct access to NVM via mmap() as the means for projecting the physical portions
of NVM into the process address space. [6] In Linux, this technology is called Linux DAX (direct
access) and was added to support access to persistent memory in this fashion. [10]
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Chapter 2 Hardware Foundations

Processes most commonly use address space layout randomization (ASLR) for exploit protection,
which, in effect, shuffles memory regions across process instances. As such, pointers do not main-
tain their relationship to the referenced object if memory is reused by another process instance of
the same program. [6] An allocator therefore needs to provide a reference- or naming-mechanism
for cross instance object retrieval. It needs to ensure pointers to persistent data are kept consistent
with relation to each other, even after shutdown of the using process and subsequent retrieval
of the data within NVM through another process instance or an altogether different process. [7]
Such a naming mechanism is provided by libraries, which solve these issues by employing fat
pointers using offsets and/or object IDs for objects residing in persistent memory. [6]

For such, atomic updates to NVM can be used to ensure that upon failure, pointers always di-
rect towards meaningful locations. Atomic updates to larger data structures, however, can pose
a challenge. Sorted arrays, for instance, cannot be updated using 8-byte atomics. Due to this
the PMwCAS instruction has been introduced, which provides a multi-word compare-and-swap
operator with failure atomicity. [11, 7]

2.1.3 Persistent Memory Programming using Intel’s Programming Environment

According to Goetze et al. [7], programming for persistent memory needs to cope with five chal-
lenges: consistency, recovery, persistent memory leaks, partial writes and fragmentation of allo-
cated persistent memory. A potential programming environment needs to either address each of
these issues or should help the user to avoid errors with regard to these challenges. The Intel Per-
sistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) is a bundle of libraries which each try to realize certain
aspects to a persistent memory programming model. It is written in C and a wrapper library in
C++ is available, which features a less error prone programming style. [6]

The PMDK assumes that either persistent memory is mounted as a device within the file system,
or that it is accessible via Linux DAX or the Windows counterpart. The file system format must of-
fer zero-copy memory mappings, which means that the files on NVM must be accessible without
DRAM buffering. This can be provided by ext4 under Linux. [7]

The PMDK [6] relies on persistent memory pools to allocate memory. Such a pool is a file with a
predefined size on a mounted persistent memory device. Calls to allocate memory from a pool
return a PMEMoid in the C version, which is a pair of a pool identifier and an offset, or a persistent
pointer to the object in the C++ version, which is a wrapper for a PMEMoid. Such allocations can
be established using the atomic allocation API as well as the transactional API, and the user needs
to ensure that references to allocated objects always exist (no memory leaks), or that objects do
not point to deallocated objects (no dangling persistent pointers). Types of objects are declared
using a Typed Object Identifier (TOID), which is present in any persistent object. [6] These APIs
are used to establish recovery, prevent leaks and manage fragmentation.

Objects in persistent memory need to satisfy following conditions to be suitable for persistence:
they must be trivially copyable, must maintain the same object layout across object instances,
and must be usable for cross-process instance function dispatch. The latter point restricts class
polymorphism in C++ as vtables are used to dispatch the correct function call regarding an objects
class within the class hierarchy, and currently does not exist any portable and reliable way for
vtable rebuild across process instances. [6] Object which fulfill these properties can be identified
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2.1 Persistent Memory

using the C++11 type trait std::is_pod. This type trait in particular also reflects that all data-
members of a class need to have the same access control, or otherwise the compiler would be free
to shuffle access ranges, which would violate the demand for constant data member placement
within an object across process instances.

To ensure consistency of written data, the PMDK relies on (a) an atomic API, (b) a publish/reserve
API, or (c) a transaction-based programming model with several phases to reflect the current state
of an object. One can use the reserve/publish API in C for updating multiple references to a
persistent object or the transactional API, which can be used in C and which is used to implement
C++ PMDK transactions. [6] A transaction always involves a memory pool and can have five
stages to reflect the current state, which reflect that there is no transaction, that a transaction is
in progress, the transaction has been committed, the transaction was aborted or failed and the
transaction is ready for cleanup. Those states are only applicable if there is a continuous process
instance running without being shutdown.

Such APIs do also guarantee fail-safe atomicity and consistency across failures. If the running
process is unexpectedly shut down due to either being forced to end on a process level or if a
power outage happens, the next invocation of the memory pool will start to recover unfinished
transactions using an undo-log. [6]

Within this thesis PMDK is used by either the leveraged libraries or the own implementation
of a persistent hash map, as it provides a comprehensive approach to reliably handle persistent
memory objects in general.

2.1.4 Persistent Memory Failure Types

Persistent memory can be used alongside DRAM in a hybrid configuration or by being the only
main memory type present in the system. [7] However, NVDIMMs suffer from wear-out by
tolerating less writes than DRAM by magnitudes. Not only might it be a good choice to use
DRAM for write-intensive types of tasks, one must also factor in failure types on NVDIMMs to
identify them and to provide replication of important persistent data in a sensible fashion.

Persistent memory always resides within the kernel’s address space. File systems like NOVA
[12] are hardened against scribbles, which are unintended writes to memory by erroneous oper-
ating system’s code. However, such file systems may only provide this protection when data is
mounted or msync()’ed, but since we operate on data on a binary level and the consistency of data
is of utmost importance to DBMS, we need to leverage other ways to facilitate that non-erroneous
versions of data are present in the system, especially if we consider NVM as the final domain of
persistence.

Furthermore, NVDIMMs can suffer from three hardware level errors: cell errors, row/column
errors and bank errors. These are also common to DRAM DIMMs, where errors in one cell often
correlate with errors on a column or row level within the RAM organization. [13] Long term
studies on the failure rate for new technologies are naturally lacking, but given the know wear-out
properties regarding individual memory cells of NVDIMMs, one can assume that probabilities of
errors are only to increase when compared to DRAM failures. Access to a faulty address on NVM
will get reported as an exception, which the running software needs to deal with. [12]
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Chapter 2 Hardware Foundations

Figure 2.1: An example of a four-node NUMA Intel system, similar to figure 1 in [14]

Those failure types establish the necessity for replication. Since providing intrinsic redundancy
like error correction codes to the base data or data structures only comes with overhead during
reads and writes, providing a structurally different copy of the base data can come with the benefit
that it can be utilized for query processing

2.2 NUMA SYSTEMS

To properly know how to place these replicas in a scale-up system using a NUMA configuration,
we first need to learn about the properties of such systems. NUMA systems are systems where
access latencies to certain memory locations are dependent on the location of the accessing pro-
cessor relative to the memory bank on which the physical memory is located. As DBMS may
use the entire available system memory and parallelism may use as many physical threads as
are made available by the processor, this can and will impact performance of queries in terms of
throughput and latency.

2.2.1 Properties

In data centers, NUMA systems with at least two or more sockets for CPUs are a common oc-
currence. Such CPU sockets, also commonly called nodes, can each provide one CPU with a
number of cores, and the CPUs in each core may or may not be identical. Cores between nodes
can communicate with each other using communication interfaces like Intel’s QPI to exchange
data of memory banks adjacent to one node or another. Such systems provide asymmetric access
between cores and memory banks and respective memory locations. [14]

Figure 4.1 provides an example of a NUMA system with four nodes. Each node is connected with
one another using an interconnect. The visual distance in the figure between node 0 and 2 is larger
than between nodes 0 and 1, which might also be reflected in reality, where in four node systems
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2.2 NUMA Systems

the communicative distance between ’diagonal’ nodes will be reported as higher than between
nodes on the same vertical or horizontal level, and will incur longer memory access latencies.

Cache coherency in NUMA systems may need modification over the UMA-access case as the par-
ticipating CPUs within the system need to keep their caches coherent, as the last level cache of
each node is only visible to one node without the interconnect. Due to this, cache coherency pro-
tocols like MESI, MOESI, and MESIF have either been extended or created to suit the conditions
in NUMA systems. [14]

Operating systems and applications need to further deal with two aspects present in NUMA sys-
tems, which might influence execution time of running processes: (a) placement of processes and
threads, and (b) placement of data. In Linux operating systems, the scheduler divides nodes into
scheduling domains, which act as a model for the memory hierarchy, in order to decrease the
likelihood for process or thread migration across nodes. [14] To implement a simple and fast
memory allocation policy which should provide memory close to the executing code, Linux per
standard follows the first touch principle during page faults. This policy orders the system to
allocate physical pages to frames, which are located on the same node as the executing thread.
Furthermore, Linux provides a library called libnuma, which provides functions for specifying
the wished-for behaviour of threads regarding allowed executing cores or nodes, and memory
allocation behaviour. In particular, numa_sched_setaffinity() is a call which is used in the im-
plementation of this thesis for specifying executing cores, numa_run_on_node() to set the sched-
uler to use any core on the specified node, and numa_alloc_onnode() to allocate memory using
a particular node. [15]

We need these interfaces to then place the executing threads correctly on our NUMA system in
terms of the executing node. For instance a two node system can be used to put a persistent
B+-Tree on one node, and the column version of the same data on the other. The locality of the
accessed data correlates with access latencies and throughputs of the executing threads, and so
if one wants to achieve the highest throughput possible using the persistent B+-Tree for a select
operator with a high selectivity, it needs to be ensured that the executing thread does not migrate
nodes and is always executing near to the data.

2.2.2 Impact on the Performance of DBMS

Such performance benefits when regarding locality need to be considered when distributing the
data across the memory globally available to the NUMA system. Without going into replication,
one can distribute once-available data across the NUMA system, and then decide where to put
threads operating on the data.

In DBMS, data is often witnessing natural partitioning along boundaries like

(a) multi-database operation [14]

(b) private schema multi-tenancy, which means that applications may operate on a single database
but with private tables each [14]

(c) business or application requirements [14]
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Chapter 2 Hardware Foundations

These partitions can be identified by users, or the DBMS may identify similar access patterns
to divide the data itself. However, such partitioning schemes do not take main memory as one
possible persistence domain into account, and assume that failure safety can be established by
following the ACID-principles with drives as the persistence domain in mind. Additionally, if a
DBMS wants to provide the lowest possible query response latencies and all currently available
threads on the data-local nodes are being utilized, the DBMS may need to schedule the query to
be executed on a node remote to the needed data.

Kiefer et al. [14] evaluate three different placements of threads on a two-node NUMA systems
with processor by either Intel or AMD with regard to the accessed memory: aligned placement,
where threads only access data on a colocated memory bank, 1-ahead, where threads exclusively
access data on the other node, and interleaved placement, where threads access data on both
nodes. The measured throughput is normalized against corresponding experiments which do
not bind threads to nodes.

The result differ between the Intel setup and the AMD setup. For the AMD system, the through-
put is the highest for the aligned setup, the slowest for the 1-ahead setup and the throughput
of the interleaved setup lying in between. For the Intel system however, the 1-ahead setup sur-
passes the throughput of the aligned setup in some cases, with the interleaved setup always lying
in between. In cases where the aligned setup achieves the highest throughput on the AMD ma-
chine, the authors argue that the degraded throughput on the 1-ahead setup is due to increased
communication between the nodes. On Intel machines, the normalized throughput of any query
is always higher if threads are bound to nodes, even in the 1-ahead setup. This and the counter-
intuitive results where the 1-ahead setup might even outperform the aligned setup are attributed
to LLC hits on the Intel processors. [14]

Those experiments signify that multiple occurrences of the same base data will in most cases pro-
vide a speed up for query processing since one can resort to use local data on nodes which are cur-
rently less contended by query-threads. However, those experiments also showed that the perfor-
mance differences between remote and local executions are somewhat small, and since we know
that index-based operators can provide orders-of-magnitudes better select-operator throughputs,
the structural polymorphism of the base data might have a stronger influence on performance.

Now that we gained knowledge about the underlying hardware properties of scale-up hybrid
memory systems, we will now look into literature on how persistent memory has been adapted
for programming, DBMS and index data structures.
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Chapter 3 Related Work

Research in the area of DBMS tried to extend storage concepts to NVM as the final persistence
domain, and while some focused on providing schemes for access and modification of persistent
data, some also focused on providing implementations of index structures which are suited to the
properties of persistent memory. MorphStore [16], which will be introduced in the section 3.1,
is a query engine which features on-column operators and which will be used as the basis of the
implementation effort of this thesis. Section 3.2 will then state ways other authors proposed when
designing a DBMS with persistent memory in mind or even as a first citizen. Since we need to
facilitate replication in this system, section 3.3 will consider replication in other DBMS and how
they relate to this work. Section 3.4 of this chapter will then go into detail on properties of data
structures which are usable to realize operators and indexes, kinds of index structures as well as
the influence of NVM on the design of index structures.

3.1 MORPHSTORE AS A BASIS OF IMPLEMENTATION

MorphStore is an in-memory columnar analytical query engine which leverages compression for
processing data. This includes the base data column representation, where different compression
schemes can be used to reduce space usage as well as processing times, and also includes the
compressed output of the intermediate column. In contrast to other query engines, MorphStore
makes extensive use of compression. All data is saved in columns and are encoded through inte-
gers. Those integers, in turn, can be compressed, and experimental evaluation has shown that this
can benefit throughput of operators and queries. To achieve efficient processing of data through
decompression and re-compression, SIMD-extensions of supporting processors are leveraged, in
an effort to decrease used physical memory and speed up query processing through vectorization
using SIMD-extensions. [16]

MorphStore offers operator implementation for uncompressed columns as much as for their com-
pressed counterparts. However, index data structures such as B+-trees, bitmaps or skip lists were
either not present or were purely intended for processing intermediate results, which is the case
for hash maps. Furthermore, columns had been purely intended for volatile main memory. This
work will extend MorphStore to include persistent memory column data and persistent index
data structures.

3.2 PERSISTENT MEMORY DBMS

Before NVM was widely available as prototypes or production ready products, research focused
on hypothesizing approaches on how to design NVM-oriented database storage engines, and on
evaluation using emulation. Goetze et al. [7] identified two aspects on how to use NVM through
a database storage engine, depending on the hardware configuration: (a) using a NVM-direct
engine, or (b) using a buffered engine.

NVM-direct engines offer several advantages: instant restart through the possibility to avoid
write-ahead logging and byte-addressability, the avoidance of buffer management due to the per-
sistence domain already existing at main memory level, and the increased NVM density over
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DRAM, offering more memory per memory bank. As NVM-direct engines are capable of imme-
diately persisting updates, failure atomicity can be accomplished in new ways over disk-based
persistence. Failure atomicity can be achieved by using in-place updates and logging or shadow
paging. To implement those mechanisms, one can use atomic operations to update flags or point-
ers, use multi-word atomics to implement latch free data structures, use persistence purely for leaf
nodes within data structures and keep the organizing structure volatile, create faster write-ahead
or write-behind logs. [7]

As access to NVM can be slower than access to DRAM and the strict requirement to carefully
engineer modification of data on NVM, some engines implement an approach where DRAM is
utilized to modify data in NVM. [7] Such engines refrain to use NVM as either a replacement for
disks or use NVM as another cache between DRAM and disks. Engines of the first kind load data
from NVM into DRAM for any operation on either a page- or cache-line-grained level. For such
engines to outperform NVM-direct engines, the hot data would be required to fit into DRAM. [7]
Prominent examples for such engines are FOEDUS [17] and SAP HANA. [18]

Last, SOFORT [19] is a database engine which stores the primary data in NVM and operates
directly on it, allows secondary data to be stored up to user’s decision and keeps indexes in
DRAM for greater throughput on the extent of longer restart times. [7]

Regarding plan execution, Arulraj et al. [5] suggest that relational operators must minimize writes
to persistent storage due to wear-out of persistent memory and increase speed of operation on
NVM resident data. Hash joins, for instance, divide input tables into partitions such that pairs of
partitions can fit into CPU caches, which makes writing out whole tables to NVM necessary. They
suggest to only keep track of identifiers of tuples which belong to a partition within a so-called
virtual partition, which will incur additional reads instead. Sorting algorithms can be replaced
with a write-minimizing sort algorithm called segment sort. Furthermore, the segmented Grace
hash-join has been invented to reduce writes by amplifying reads through materializing only
small parts of the input partitions and processing the rest of the remaining partitions by repeat-
edly iterating over them.

Query optimization is also affected by the read/write asymmetry of NVM and its improved ran-
dom access behavior over secondary storage, as conventional optimizers expect a gap between
sequential and random access, while not taking into account potentially slower writes. [5]

3.3 REPLICATION MECHANISMS

As already discussed in section 2.1.4 NVM can suffer from three hardware-based failure types on
a memory cell level, a row/column level or memory bank level. As we want to consider persistent
memory on a main memory level as the final persistence domain, we need to consider ways of
replicating data through means common to other DBMSs.

One approach is to maintain a primary server and one or more backup servers, while the primary
server ships logs to the backup servers, which constantly replay those. In case of a failure of the
primary server, one of the backups takes over and acts as the new primary. [20] This method of
constant shipping of logs and replay on backups is called log shipping. The authors of Query
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Figure 3.1: Classification of data access through index structures, similar to Figure 5.2 in [22]

Fresh [20] take advantage of NVM and RDMA to allow fast shipping of logs to remote servers.
For achieving persistency of the shipped logs, the primary needs to issue RDMA reads manually
after transmission, which is still faster than using the general network stack transmission with
common protocols other than RDMA.

Zarubin et al. [21] take a similar approach to replication as this thesis. They try to facilitate
replication by using the same column and distributing the replications across nodes in different
compression formats, as to use the best compression format for individual operators in OLAP.

3.4 DATA STRUCTURES FOR BASE DATA

Data structures in DBMS are used to either organize data in their row or column form within
tables, or as to build up a relationship between a search key and an identifier within the main
organizational of the tables. The latter is used for index structures and those can be used for
faster access of rows or offsets within columns.

We will first consider a categorization of index structures, how they are used within DBMS and
which kinds of index structures are usable for realizing replication. Data structures then can be
subdivided by their comprising structure, which will be explained in the following section, with
the influence of NVM on creation of novel index structures in the final subsection.

3.4.1 Categorization of Index Structures

DBMS employ index structures to organize the way data is stored within the physical file which
contains data pages, columns, rows, et cetera. Such data access is often defined over a so-called
primary key, which is an attribute or combination of attributes without duplicates, and call the
corresponding index structure is called primary index. [22] If a primary index points to sorted
areas within the data heap or to multiple other files, such an index can be called clustered index
and can be used for primary indexes. If the data is sorted, the primary index may or may not be
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densely populated, which means that all primary key values can be found within the index struc-
ture and thus directs to the corresponding tuple ID, position within a column or else. Sparsely
populated indexes are only possible if the underlying data structure is sorted by the primary key.
[22]

For non-composite secondary indexes however, which do not necessarily need to be constructed
upon a duplicate free attribute, are used for different access paths. They are usually not clustered
and are densely populated. [22] For this thesis, we purely consider secondary indexes, while
dense-populousness is a key criterion to ensure that the entirety of the base data gets encoded
within the replica.

Composite indexes are indexes which are defined over multiple attributes values in combination.
If a typical query requires an exact-match upon multiple attributes, a composite index would re-
quire just one index access, while such an exact match with non-composite indexes would require
as many index accesses as there are attributes within the considered exact-match query. [22]

3.4.2 Kinds of Data Structures

Index structures in general realize a key-value association between a key (the attribute value, also
called search key) and an identifier (a tuple ID, a row ID, a position within a column, a pointer, et
cetera). [22]

Columns are the basic data structure with which data is stored within MorphStore. [16] Data
within the columns is sorted and row-associations between attribute values across columns are
upheld by saving positions as intermediates. In this fashion, columns themselves are indexes, but
incur larger costs over e.g. B-trees for select-operators, as the processing usually requires a full
column scan.

Index structures can be realized using a range of different data structures. B-Trees [23] and its
variants have been an area of research for a long time, and rely on a tree-like data structure,
which is balanced in terms of its maximum path length and where each of its leaves contains a
finite number of values. Due to it being balanced, access to its leaves always takes a maximum
fixed number of indirections defined by the tree data structure. [22] Hash maps [24] rely on a hash
function to divide the value space of the attribute value. This typically leads to collisions, where
one attribute value would yield the same hash value as another attribute value, and therefore the
search key and the identifier need to be saved within a bucket. Furthermore, skip lists [25] are
another index structure which are able to upkeep the relationship between the search key and the
identifier in the general case. They are comprised of skip nodes with varying but fixed levels,
where in each level they point to other nodes, and depending on the level of the skip, the more
nodes are skipped.

Other data structures like bitmaps may only be usable for a small if not dual number of possible
attribute values. R-trees [26], KDB-trees [27] and others are composite indexes which are very
efficient in answering range-, exact-match- or partial match queries across multiple attributes.

For this thesis, we will only consider persistent B+-Trees, [23] persistent hash maps and persistent
skip lists, as they offer a well-enough balance between space and processing time of potential
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operators for large attribute value spaces.

3.4.3 Influence of NVM

Next to the traditional DRAM-based implementations of index structures, the possibility is given
to either fully push the entire index structure into NVM, or let parts of the data structure reside in
NVM, while a rebuildable part is kept in DRAM for faster modification or search. [7] A common
target for all data structure implementations is to reduce writes due to the read/write asymmetry
of NVM and wear-out hazards. [28, 7]

The FP-Tree [29] is an example for the latter, where leaves are maintained in persistent memory
and the tree structure is kept in DRAM. Through this layout, only leave accesses will expose
the longer access latencies of NVM, while other parts of the tree traversal will be able to utilize
the swiftness of DRAM. This comes at the expense of a tree buildup during restart of the DBMS
instance. Another example for such data structures is the HiKV [30], which in its core is a hash
table placed in NVM and adds a B+-Tree kept in DRAM for range scans. The authors of [25]
implemented a skiplist-based index system for NVM, where the last level is kept in NVM, while
other parts of the data structure are kept in DRAM.

Regarding purely NVM-resident data structures, prominent examples include the wB-Tree [28]
and the NV-Tree, [31] which are subject to persistent memory leaks however. [29] The CDDS-
Tree [32] is an example for a persistent memory tree which also supports concurrency and re-uses
version objects. The BzTree [11] is an example for a NVM data structure, which uses the newly-
introduced PMwCAS-instruction to implement a latch-free tree for improved concurrency using
an optimistic insert protocol.

The authors of [33] further went into an analysis of the design primitives on which persistent data
structures are based. They provided an open-source implementation [34] of such data structures
under GPL-3 license. Those data structures were used to implement replicas and operators in this
thesis.

With since we now have an overview over persistent memory implementation related issues and
how to employ data structures for persistent memory, we now need to identify properties data
structures have to fulfill to be eligible as structurally different representations of base data and
how to employ them for query execution.
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With the shift of the new potential persistence domain from disks to NVM, questions about the
integrity, consistency and durability of the data saved to arise, as we discussed in chapter 3. Sec-
tion 4.1 will go into detail how the in terms of memory costly replication of base data can be
established in persistent memory using data structures other than columns, and what kinds of
data structures can be considered, and what their relationship is to traditional DBMS index struc-
tures. Section 4.2 will then enhance the view of how these index data structures can be leveraged
to speed up processing of data using cost models, and will identify challenges to consider when
designing components which utilize said cost model.

4.1 PROBLEM OF REPLICATION

Production ready systems utilizing in-memory databases use vast amounts of memory to keep
fast access to data and to avoid costly buffer management. NVDIMMs offer more storage and
persistence than DRAM-DIMMs, but due to higher access latencies and due to faster wear-out of
NVM hybrid configurations using DRAM and NVM are a probable choice for DBMS systems that
offer fast processing of intermediate data using DRAM. [7] In such hybrid memory systems we
need to handle the replication of base data, since data on NVDIMMs might get lost due to wear-
out, errors related to erroneous kernel code [12] or failure of entire NVDIMMs. Naive replication
of data would result in multiples of the base data size depending on how many replicas should be
present in the system. One approach to reduce the effects of replication on memory consumption
is to compress the base data, and while compression is one central selling point of MorphStore,
Zarubin et al. also showed that replicas using different kinds of compression techniques can be
used to speed up query processing. [21] A different range of structures present in many database
systems are index structures, which also implicitly or explicitly encode data in their structures
and are used for speeding up query processing. The base of such index structures are different
kinds of data structures, like variants of B-Trees, skiplists, hash maps, et cetera. This thesis lays
focus on replication using such index structures across NUMA nodes for query processing.

As we discussed in section 3.4.2, index structures do not necessarily replicate all data present
in the base data, and are sometimes used to navigate through data structures to obtain rows,
columns or hybrids of those two base data formats using an index called the primary index,
which is an index organized along a primary key, and does not necessarily need to contain all
search keys if the base data is clustered and sorted. For us, however, it is important that all
search keys are reflected in the considered data structures, which limits us to use secondary index
structures, which are non-clustered, not sorted, and consider all search keys present in the base
data. Next, if the base data present as a column on another NVDIMM memory bank goes missing
or is corrupted, we need to establish a mechanism to obtain a representation of the original data
from the data structure which was used for building up the structurally different replica. This
means that the index data structure must present a way to iterate through itself along some order
which is imposed upon the search key to retrieve the original association with an identifier, so
either the tuple ID, the row ID, or a column offset. For the remainder of this thesis, we will only
consider ways to replicate column base data using those structurally different data structures.

The idea of using index structures for replication of column or row data comes with an upside:
there are well established ways to use those for data processing. But as much as memory is
limited, so are cores and physical threads, and for NUMA systems one must also consider that
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of how a placement advisor and a query optimizer interact with each other on a
NUMA system

if we establish replication on physically different memory banks which are located on the same
node, the threads processing queries will ultimately contend for shared resources like the last level
cache on common Intel x86 processors or the memory bus, especially since we process data which
is potentially much bigger than common last level cache sizes. Distributing those queries along
all present nodes on a NUMA system can be one way to lessen the impact of multi-threading, and
even if threads of different nodes use the same data, the last level cache on each node is physically
different and only impacted by cache consistency protocols across NUMA nodes, which might
lead to higher effective throughput for OLAP operators.

4.2 USING STRUCTURAL POLYMORPHISM FOR OPTIMIZATION

OF QUERIES

The structural difference between columns and the index structures will get reflected in the through-
put of the operators utilizing those. If we consider operators which directly reference an attribute
by its value, like the select, between or join operator, those will yield higher throughputs than their
column-based counterparts, since they usually involve scanning the entire column for identify-
ing all tuples for which the corresponding attribute value fulfills a specified predicate. For such
operators, we can expect that only if there are very few attribute values and a lot of correspond-
ing occurrences within the base column are present, the column-based operator will outperform
the index-based operator. Other operators, like projections, intersections or similar, usually in-
volve accessing data within a column on already known offsets within the column, which would
render an implementation based on an index data structure rather complicated. If a workload
involves such operators, it is most likely that a column representation would be needed. For now,
we will only consider speedup of operators based on columns versus their index-structure-based
counterparts, as MorphStore provides all operator implementations for columns.
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A potential query optimizer needs to be aware of drawbacks of each index structure versus the
column. Ideally, this query optimizer would check for the sizes of intermediates produced by the
individual operators with relation to the overall size of the base column. Further into this thesis,
we will evaluate operator and query throughput and execution times based on the selectivity of
an operator given an attribute value within a column, which denotes the relation between the
size of the intermediate result column and the input column. We will express the selectivity of
an attribute value using the share with which the attribute value contributes to the overall data
distribution of attribute values within the base column. The higher the selectivity of an operator
using a given attribute value, the smaller the share of the attribute value will be in the overall
amount of attribute value occurrences. The optimizer will be aware of those selectivities and will
use this information to decide where to put queries given the NUMA setup of the system. For
the remainder of this thesis, we will talk about selectivities in this inverted sense, denoting the
share of tuples for which an attribute value occurs in an attribute column, and the selectivity of
an operator as how many tuples (or column positions) it returns in contrast to the tuples count of
the base column.

On the other hand, we need a mechanism on how to decide where to put the base data and its
replica. In this thesis we will use a placement advisor for this decision. The main guideline for
that advisor is that we will put replicas on different NUMA nodes as to maximize throughputs
for queries. The main problem which comes along is that we need to know about the typical
workload with which the DBMS is presented. The advisor will assume that information about
incoming queries is given, as to decide which kind of representation of data to use for replication.

The interaction of those two components is presented in figure 4.1. Here, we can see that the
advisor is placing structurally different replicas of attribute columns on different NUMA nodes.
The optimizer uses knowledge about existing replicas to choose the NUMA node on which the
query can be executed.

Since we now know that index structures can serve as a replica of column base data, know which
properties they need to fulfill and what their underlying data structures are (B+-Tree, hash map
and skip list), we now can approach how to model the properties of those using an execution time
base cost model based on the operators they can realize.
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In the previous chapter we discussed the properties index data structures have to abide to be
usable for replication of base data. In section 5.1, we first try to discuss a linear model for select-
operators, and identify break even points for index structures and columns. In section 5.2 we
will discuss the influence of co-local node on the execution time of data-intensive query-threads.
Section 5.3 will introduce two advisor strategies for placing replicas in NUMA systems.

5.1 MODELING EXECUTION TIMES IN STATIC SCENARIOS

Modern processors offer prefetching of memory located on addresses near previously accessed
ones. Such optimizations provide a speedup over older processor architectures. More additions
like speculative execution of branches in program flow offer near-parallel speedup of branch-
ing conditions in programs. Both these additions impact the overall execution time of scanning
columns, which is a strictly sequential way of accessing data and thus more impacted by the first,
as well as the speculative access of branches within a B-Tree. However, we will not try to model
such a mechanism due to their complexity and will just assume that the average execution time
of an operator is mostly dependent on the size of the processed data.

For the remainder of this chapter, we will assume that queries run single-threaded, are OLAP-
only and can therefore run in parallel without blocking each other. To provide a robust estimate
for execution time modelling, we will now focus on breaking down queries into operators, which
can be realized using the data structures that we chose. Since selections are a good candidate,
as the index structures that we chose to realize a search-key/value association, we will focus on
modelling the execution time of this operator for both columns and index data structures.

The select-operator on a column however retains its baseline of having to access a multiple of
cache lines, and for a given size of a column, one can assume a constant scan time given uninter-
rupted execution of the corresponding query-thread. Considering this, we predict the execution
time of a scan to be linearly dependent on the size of the column.

The selection on a corresponding index data structure would be constant with respect to the col-
umn size it actually models, and is negligible when compared to the costs scanning the whole
column.

These two operator variants produce the same intermediate columns to be processed. If the in-
termediate column is not intersected with any other columns, and the positions obtained in these
intermediate columns are only used to obtain values from a second column, e.g. for subsequent
materialization of a result column or an aggregation, the subsequent execution is dependent on
the size of the intermediate column. We use the previously introduced notion of selectivity as the
share of which an attribute value has on the overall distribution of attribute value occurrences in
a column.

Those selectivities also can function to identify boundaries along which it would be best to use the
local execution of one operator on one data structure or remote execution of the other, given that
we already have knowledge about on which node we want to execute a query. For the proposed
linear model of execution times for selections, this would yield us following thresholds given that
we would have to consider only two NUMA nodes: (a) the threshold where it would be best
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to either execute the operator on one data structure or the other locally, (b) the threshold where
it would be best to execute on the local data structure or remotely execute the operator on the
other, or (c) where it would be best to execute remotely for the first data structure or locally on the
other, or (d) the hypothetical case that both replicas are located on the other node, and we need
to compare the remote access times. Later in this work we will show that the thresholds between
the index data structures do not differ dramatically depending on the selectivity, and therefore
for the remainder of this chapter, we will only talk about thresholds for which it would be best to
use the chosen index data structure or the column representation of the base data.

When modeling selection execution time, we then describe the execution time for the column
select operator using the formula

execsel,C,l(s) = (mC,l · s + cC,l) ·M (5.1)

Where sel indicates the select-operator, C indicates the use of a column data structure, l indicates
the locality of it with respect to the executing node. M is the size of base data. The corresponding
function for the execution speed of an index data structure based selection results in

execsel,DS,l(s) = (mDS,l · s + cDS,l) ·M (5.2)

where DS stands for the used index data structure. If we denote the remoteness of the used data
structure using l for local and r for remote, the resulting thresholds for using either combination
would be

(a) local column or local index structure:

t(C,l;DS,l) =
CDS,l − CC,l

mC,l −mDS,l
(5.3)

(b) local column or remote index structure:

t(C,l;DS,r) =
CDS,r − CC,l

mC,l −mDS,r
(5.4)

(c) remote column or local index structure:

t(C,r;DS,l) =
CDS,l − CC,r

mC,r −mDS,l
(5.5)

(d) remote column or remove index structure:

t(C,r;DS,r) =
CDS,r − CC,r

mC,r −mDS,l
(5.6)

We use this model to predict execution times based on selectivities regarding the respective at-
tribute values. For other operators like joins, however, it is not clear whether which implemen-
tation performs best, since there are a range of implementations available for both columns and
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index structures. We will for now not account for models of joins, and assume that a proper model
can be developed in the future.

Since we execute queries qi exclusively single threaded, the query execution time execqi becomes
the sum of its operator execution times execopj . We use this formula to build up statistics about the
run query execution times, and model the execution times of the individual select operators using
the linear formulas previously introduced. We denote the configuration of the index structures
and columns dsl as the representations of attributes a on each node 1 ≤ n ≤ N for the NUMA
node count N with ~ds = {..., (a, dsl , n), ...} as the parameter for the execution of the operator next
to the selectivity si,j for the given attribute on which the operator executes.

execqi ,n = ∑
opj∈qi

execopj ,n(
~ds, si,j))

The individual operator execution times are dependent on the locality of the used data structure.
Since migration of threads across NUMA nodes is costly, we assume that we execute one query on
one node. We take the knowledge about the thresholds for which it is best to execute an operator
on and take the minimum for the entirety of a query.

execsel,n((ds0, ds1), si,j) = min(execsel,ds0,l(si,j), execsel,ds1,l(si,j))

The optimizer is then assigned with the task for the query to find the minimum query execution
time estimate for the given replication configuration present on the system and iterates over all
nodes to calculate the minimum operator execution times depending on remote or local access
to the data structures. The optimizer then chooses the node with the minimum execution times
estimate consisting of the sum of the individual operator execution time estimates. For the eval-
uation we implemented the precise modeling of the select-operator depending on locality, and
implemented the said optimizer policy.

A corresponding meaningful query, which not only selects but also operates on the retrieved tu-
ples which satisfy the selection predicate, would be a select-sum query, which would correspond
to the SQL-syntax ’select sum(r.x) from r.x where r.y = c’, where c is an attribute value occurring
in r.y. This will correspond to adding a scaling constant to the right-hand terms in equations 5.1
and 5.2.

5.2 INFLUENCE OF LOAD

Depending on the typical workload a DBMS is presented with, a query’s execution time may
increase due to caching effects, bus contention, or contention for the interconnect with other pro-
cessors when running concurrently with other queries. Due to this, it is safe to estimate that there
is a relationship between the current number of threads present on one node and the execution
time of one query.

Since we want to predict the execution time for any query, we need to normalize the execution
time to predict the scale factor with which any query’s execution time scales depending on the
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number of threads. We expect that the execution time increase will have an exponential relation-
ship to the number of threads currently present in our engine on each node. This is due to the fact
that the operators that we use consume or produce columns which are a multiple of the size of
the last level cache. Such a workload would have to be measured and normalized for the single-
threaded case for making robust estimations about the resulting query execution time. In the
following equation, exec denotes the execution time for an example query, and we use this as be
baseline for normalization. The function s f (m) is dependent on the number of currently present
threads m and denote the scale factor with which the single-threaded execution time of a thread
would have to be multiplied in order to obtain the execution time of a thread. The parameters d
and f are constants have to be obtained through measurements.

s f (m) = e(d·m) · f

This model assumes that a thread is constantly present with m other threads. Threads can finish
early, however, and new threads might be dispatched while other threads are currently running.
The question of how the execution time is influenced in such dynamic situations go beyond the
scope of this thesis, but there exists a range of well established literature regarding scheduling
theory [35] which can be utilized in order to answer this question.

We then use the said model to predict the execution time for any query depending on how many
threads are currently present on the same node and dispatched at the same time. This does not
take into account that more threads might be subsequently dispatched while other threads are
still running. If we now assume that we have m = m0 + m1 equal queries to be dispatched on two
nodes with the same count of processors at their hand, we need to balance out the predicted exe-
cution time. If we generalize this to all nodes N we have at our hands the resulting optimization
task becomes

N

∑
n=1

s f (mn) ∗max( ∑
qion node n

execqi ,n)→ min

This is a model which can be tested against in a two node setup with one data structure each.
If we extend this model to more nodes (four, eight, ...), one further question arises: how does
data access asymmetry across diagonal nodes influence execution time, especially if the large
LLC is contented by multiple threads? How do we balance out the number of running queries
on one node, given that we know about the current workload, in such a way that we minimize
the average query execution time? The answer could be to estimate the single-threaded execution
of all queries and to evenly distribute them on all nodes in order to minimize the effects of multi
threading. The theory of best answering queries given arrival rates, execution times and priorities
go beyond the scope of this work.

5.3 PLACEMENT ADVISOR MODELING

If we consider the aforementioned execution time modeling for select-sum queries, we can use
those as an example for the development of a placement advisor. For this placement advisor
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we assume that we obtained knowledge about the workload with which the execution engine
is typically presented, which is a collection of queries. If for a running system the knowledge
about the typical workload for one particular attribute is given, either through tracking previously
occurred queries or manual configuration, we can model the execution time for all queries via

weights wi,
n
∑

i=1
= 1, which represent the share of one query with a given selectivity within all

queries qi. The weighted sum of all execution times can therefore be represented by

execall = ∑
qi

wi · execqi ,n

Since we want to optimize for data placement and kinds of data replication within a NUMA
system, the formula becomes dependent on the aforementioned configuration of data structures
on the system ~ds = {..., (a, dsl , n), ...}, while selectivities si,j and weights wi stay constant. If
we consider a NUMA setup with two nodes and k different data structures at our hand for a
different attributes, this will yield (k2)a possible replication decisions, meaning that there could
be a column/column replication, column/tree replication, tree/hashmap replication, et cetera.

Since we have to consider a multitude of possible queries within a workload, let’s assume that
we have an execution time estimation for a given operator op on an array of given data structures
ds on a NUMA system and the remoteness of the data with respect to the executing node. The
sum of all execution times then depends on the decision of what data structure to use for what
operator, and where the individual parameters need to be inferred depending on each execution
time estimation function. For the selection operator we already have a good measure for estimat-
ing the execution time for both columns and index structures. If we model the execution times
using the proposed linear model, we would yield break even points at the previously introduced
thresholds.

We now have to split up all existing queries within a workload by the columns they touch and
what operator they execute on that column. We now accumulate all those operators separately
for each individual attribute. One then needs to calculate the selectivity shares of the attribute
values specified in the operators, and then look for the respective thresholds for which the se-
lectivity is smaller than the data-structure-local/column-remote threshold shown in equation 5.5,
or bigger than the data-structure-remote/column-local threshold shown in equation 5.4. If the
thresholds lie in between, we separate those selectivities whether they lie above or below the
data-struture-local/column-local threshold shown in equation 5.3. Figure 5.1 shows a visualiza-
tion of this strategy.

The next step is to decide where to put what data structures. For each node present in our system,
we keep an accumulator of how many operators are prospectively executed on those nodes ac-
cording to the distribution of data structures. We iteratively go through all attributes present and
look for how many thresholds for each operator are below the data-structure-remote/column-
local selectivity threshold, and how many above the data-structure-local/column-remote thresh-
old. If more are below the first one, we assign the count of operators below the threshold to the
node with the smallest operator count accumulator. If only one of those two thresholds has no
operators has no occurrences below/above them, we will only choose to replicate using the data
representations which are best in any case, so for the first case only using the index structure and
in the second case only using the column. In case the operator selectivities all fall right in between
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Figure 5.1: A strategy for replication decisions made by the advisor

the thresholds in equations 5.5 and 5.4, we balance out the tendency for which the local execution
is faster either on the data structure or the column using the threshold resulting from equation
5.3, we look for which one there are the most operators which are faster for either one. We pick
the replication for both nodes as the one with the fastest operators.

The advisor collects the operators of all queries for one attribute at a time and observes the selec-
tivities given for each operator. Those selectivities are then compared with the selectivity thresh-
olds given by equation 5.5 for using a local data structure or a remote column, using a local
column or a remote data structure threshold given by equation 5.4, and the threshold given by
equation 5.3 for which the local execution would be better for either ones. If we there are cases
for which either the local index structure or the local column is better to use over the remote other
considered structure, we decide to replicate the one with the most occurrences to the node with
currently the least operator assignments for all attributes, and put the other on the most distant
diagonal node, and assign the number of occurrences of operator for that data structure to the
selected node. If not both the cases appear for which the remote/local balancing is needed, we
look whether one of the two extremes has occurrences, and then decide to only create both repre-
sentations using the best one. If all selectivities lie above the remote index structure/local column
case and below the local-index-structure/remote-column case, we weight out if there are more
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Figure 5.2: A strategy for replication decisions made by the advisor

selectivities above or below the local threshold for both.

This approach does not take co-occurrences of operators within queries into account, and so de-
veloping a strategy for accounting for operators using different columns within the same query
seems reasonable. An example for such queries can be the double-select-sum query ’select sum(r.x)
from r where r.y = c and r.z = d’, where there is a correlation for the attributes r.y and r.z. For in-
corporating this into an advisor algorithm, we disregard local/remote aspects and purely focus
on the local threshold given in equation 5.3 for using either index structure or column. We count
all combinations of attributes present in queries with relation to each other, and divide those
combinations by which combination of representations they prefer for attribute a and attribute b.
Figure 5.2 shows an illustration of the visualized algorithm. The queries have corresponding op-
erators which operate on either attribute a and attribute b. In this case, we have three occurrences
of queries where the selectivities indicate it would be best to use the column representation for
attribute a, while using the index structure representation for attribute b. Since we want to have
at least two representation present in our system, we also look for a second pair of occurrences
for both these attributes. In the case pictured in figure 5.2, the pair of using the index structure for
attribute b and the column for attribute a is the one with the most correlation hits for the given
queries. The second most occurrences of those selectivity occurrences are given for the index-
structure/index-structure representation, and we put this decision on the most diagonal node, as
to reduce the worst case number of hops to the next best data structure on a NUMA system with
at least four nodes. The query indicated by the blue ellipse cannot be reflected in a replication de-
cision if we only allow two representations, and executing the corresponding query thus comes
with remote access costs in terms of execution times.
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This algorithm seems simple for modeling the correlation between the selectivities for two at-
tributes, and also for three attributes this seems manageable. However, even if we only consider
two possible data representations and try to model correlations between selectivities for n at-
tributes for a high number of queries, counting all possible correlations using a graph, we would
need to find a path along this graph which has the most correlation hits while ’visiting’ all at-
tributes at least once. This is a variant of the Travelling-Salesman-Problem, [36] and while good
heuristics exist, it is costly to find the optimal path along this graph.

These proposed cost models and algorithms now lay the foundation for the implementation, with
which we will continue in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 Implementation

This chapter will try to give an in-depth view on implementation related aspects. Section 6.1 will
discuss the adaption of MorphStore and the chosen index data structure into an own implemen-
tation of operators utilizing the chosen data structures as well as aspects regarding persistence of
objects in NVM. Section 6.2 will then explain details about the frame with which the experiments
were set up.

6.1 ADAPTION OF THE EXISTING COMPONENTS

For the realization of this thesis it was required to first adapt MorphStore to utilize persistent
memory for base columns. The next task was to find usable index data structure implementations,
and while a range of publications about persistent data structures exist, only a few offer a well
maintained implementation ready to be reused in other projects. Unifying MorphStore and the
chosen selection of persistent index structures came with timely overheads. We will further shed
light on the unification of both in the next two sections.

6.1.1 MorphStore and Persistence

MorphStore served as the basis for implementation and provides a range of operators for base
column in compressed as well as in uncompressed formats. For this thesis we will purely con-
sider the uncompressed representations for comparisons of throughputs and query execution
times with uncompressed data structures. The operators for uncompressed column involve a full
column scan when the task of an operator is to find attribute value occurrences in an attribute
column. MorphStore did not provide any index structures as a different representation of base
data, and thus did not provide any operators other than a hash map build up for the join operator.
Furthermore, I added persistent columns to MorphStore using a wrapper class, which provides
a function to produce a ’volatile’ representation of the base column for OLAP operators, which
are all implemented on their volatile counterparts. This enabled fast reuse of the existing opera-
tors for volatile columns while also exhibiting the traits of persistent memory when compared to
volatile main memory.

Select-operators in MorphStore produce intermediate columns which contain offsets of attribute
values within the column for further processing. These columns are exclusively allocated on
volatile memory, which needs to be considered when evaluating subsequent experiments. As
with all attribute value data in MorphStore, these offsets are represented as 64-bit integers. For
the remainder of this work, I focused on comparing the select operator of persistent columns to
those of persistent index structures, since it was clear that for certain selectivities the execution
times of each of those would intersect at a certain point, and thus making further aspects more
interesting to investigate.

MorphStore also does not provide multi threading for either intra-query or inter-query execu-
tion. I implemented an interface which enabled concurrent but independent execution of query-
threads, while each of them can be dispatched at the same time and report their own execution
times back. Those execution times were then averaged, depending on the experiment.
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6.1.2 Persistent Data Structures

Open source implementations of persistent data structures are rare and sometimes use different
ways of accessing persistent memory, either directly through Linux DAX using an own allocator
implementation, or utilizing allocator already implemented by projects or libraries like PMDK.
The collection of persistent memory index structure implementation by Goetze et al. [34] proved
to be a reliable choice since they provide a range of different implementations for B-Trees, skiplists
and key-value stores. We chose to adapt their project for this implementation, as they all uni-
formly use PMDK for access of persistent memory. From the range of index structures we chose
to adapt the persistent B+-Tree and the simple persistent skip list, which both provide a single
search key and value association. To add multi-value capabilities to those data structures we de-
signed a 4096 bytes large data container which contain 64-bit integers for producing intermediate
columns. Furthermore, we added a naive implementation of a persistent hash map, which is not
capable of concurrency and thus only suitable for OLAP operators.

Programming for NVM comes with challenges posed by the chosen programming language. C++
is an object-polymorphic programming language which uses vtables to decide which member
functions to use in the case that the class of an object is a virtual class which differs from a base
class within the class hierarchy in which an object instantiation is positioned. These vtables are
accessed using vtable pointers which are pointers present in each object’s layout if the object has
a virtual class. Due to address space layout randomization these pointers are not portable across
process instances, thus restricting us to use non-virtual classes without polymorphism. This is a
problem, since we need to fall back to implementing operators on bare base classes. Fortunately
C++ provides template functions and classes, which can be used to generate functions and classes
at compile time. Using this, we need to provide member functions for index structure classes with
the same naming scheme and the same set of parameters, as to use them for the template functions
which pose as the implementation of the individual operators. This method is called duck typing,
and while this cannot be an alternative to programming patterns based on polymorphism, it at
least can function as a way to reduce programming overhead until C++ supports polymorphism
for objects across process instances as is.

We also implemented a replication manager which is aware of replicas present in the system based
on the attribute column they represent and on which NUMA node they are physically located.
The advisor and the query optimizer are only realized using the set of operators and query for
which we have robust predictions and experimental results, which are namely the selection and
aggregation operators and the single- as well as double-select-sum query. Join operators were
also implemented but always outperform the column-based counterparts and were therefore not
interesting for evaluation.

6.2 FRAME OF EXPERIMENTS

While memory is limited in running DBMS, we decided to replicate all data in each way of repre-
sentation as a volatile column, a persistent column, a persistent B+-Tree, a simple skip list and a
hash map on all nodes. While evaluation of performance will take locality and remoteness of ac-
cessed data structures across nodes into account, this way of replication was used for ease of setup
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of experiments. This does not impact performance of the operators, but in real world scenarios
only two representations would be present at one time in one system.

Queries in multi-threading experiments are dispatched at the same time for experiments and start
at the same moment using a shared atomic integer, which denotes the number of queries not ready
for start. The queries spin on the value of this counter and as soon as it reaches zero, the queries
start execution and report their execution time on an individual basis.

Following this chapter we will start the evaluation of the concepts and algorithms proposed in this
thesis. The implementation will serve as the basis for the experiments included in the evaluation.
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In this chapter we will try experimentally confirm the hypotheses about the created models and
algorithms in chapter 5. First, we will briefly describe the system on which the experiments
were conducted in section 7.1. Next, we will start with the experiments in section 7.2, where we
will first examine the throughput of operators with respect to selectivities of the attribute values
in question in section 7.2.1. Next, we will try to observe whether predictions made about the
execution time of different queries will hold in section 7.2.2, depending on the used operators.
After that, we will try to examine how load will influence the performance of the queries present
on the same NUMA node. At last, we will try to evaluate the decisions made by the advisor
regarding placement of data structures in section 7.2.3.

7.1 SETUP OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

Our system is a two-node NUMA system using two Intel Xeon Platinum 8276L CPU with a clock
speed of 2.20GHz with 36 cores on the first node and 28 cores on the second. The last level cache
has a size of 38.5 MB. Apart from persistent memory, the system is equipped with 188 GB of
DRAM on either both nodes, and 768 GB of NVM on either of both nodes. We used a Linux
kernel with the version number 5.4.45 and used PMDK libraries with version 1.9 for the C-based
libraries, and 1.10 for the C++-based libraries.

Persistent memory is mounted and formatted using the ext4 file system, and provides data via
the PMDK allocator interface. For our experiments, we create memory pools of size 128 GB on
either node, which provides enough space for any PMDK transaction and the data structures
themselves. The data used in this thesis was synthetically generated, as to obtain the precise
selectivities for needed experimental result data. Attribute values to the column are generated by
incrementally writing as many occurrences of one attribute into the base column as required by
the given selectivity. The executing threads are always bound to the executing node for all single
threaded experiments, and for the multi threaded experiment, we set the precise physical threads
the collection of query-threads are allowed to use on one node.

7.2 EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments will try to confirm the hypotheses we made in chapter 5. First, we will measure
the throughput of the implemented operators and evaluate them with respect to the selectivities
of the attribute values. Then, we will observe how execution times behave with respect to selec-
tivities in two example queries. After that, we will show how multi threading of independent
queries influence the execution times of one another. After that, we will show that for a set of
example queries that the advisor makes reasonable recommendations for co-location of certain
data structures for the attributes addressed within the example queries.
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Figure 7.1: Throughput of the specified operators and the given data structure with a selectivity of 0.05
percent

7.2.1 Throughput of Operators based on the Data Structure and Remoteness

For this first experiment we compare the operator throughputs for the operators select and be-
tween. Those depend on selectivities and are expected to degrade in performance with increasing
selectivities. We use a base column with a size of 800 MB, and we deduct means and standard
deviations of the results of 100 iterations. Attribute values to the column are generated by incre-
mentally writing as many occurrences of one attribute into the base column as required by the
given selectivity. The select and between operator are given the same attribute values to select
for, such that the between operator does not outperform the select operator.

Figure 7.1 shows the resulting throughputs for the operators for a given selectivity of 0.05 percent.
As one can see, the index structures drastically outperform the column based implementations of
the operators, which means that for such selectivities the remoteness of the data structure or its
kind does not matter significantly. The throughputs of the operators for either local or remote
data structures do not vary much from one another, and even for the given high throughput, the
standard deviations, indicated by the black caps, are not high if executed on a node co-local to the
data structure. The deviation becomes relatively high for the remote data structures, which stems
most likely from QPI communication latency jitter between the NUMA nodes. Albeit the standard
deviation is larger for the remote data structures, the performance of either local or remote data
structures do not vary much from one another, but the operator executed on a local data structure
on average always outperforms the remote one.

The results of figure 7.2 show the performance of the operators for a selectivity of 6.25 percent.
Here the throughputs of the column based operator implementations are already within the same
magnitude as the operators for the index structures. The performance of the index structures
degrade due to (a) more results that occur for each individual search key that have to be processed,
and thus (b) the bigger result columns that have to be written to DRAM.

Figure 7.3 shows the throughput results for a selectivity of 12.5 percent. If we compare the
throughputs of the columns with the ones of figure 7.2, one can see that the throughput has
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Figure 7.2: Throughput of the specified operators and the given data structure with a selectivity of 6.25
percent

Figure 7.3: Throughput of the specified operators and the given data structure with a selectivity of 12.5
percent
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Figure 7.4: Execution time of ’select sum(r.x) from r where r.y = c’, the select-operator on attribute y is exe-
cuted using the indicated data structures and c is chosen to obtain the indicated selectivities

slightly degraded, which is due to the face that the operator has to generate an output column of
positions for all tuples that satisfy the selection predicate. The persistent column operator already
comes close to the throughput of the data-structure-based ones. Also, the standard deviation of
the results for the index structure has become smaller relative to the throughput results, which
can be explained as QPI-latency/cache-access jitter plays less of a role the more data has to be
processed, since the intermediate columns produced by the operators become bigger.

7.2.2 Prediction of Execution Times using Cost Models

From the previous experiments we could already witness that the throughputs for the data-
structure based implementations degrade the higher the selectivity gets. However, the through-
put and the selectivity relate to each other in a reciprocal way, which is more complicated than
a guessed linear relationship between the selectivity and the execution time, as we can already
anticipate the relation of the selectivity with the size of the result data from each operator. One
way to transform a selection into a meaningful query while producing a result would be to per-
form a selection on the attribute and obtain the corresponding values for the same tuples for a
different attribute on another column, and sum them up. We already discussed such a select-sum
query in section 5.1 and now we plot the resulting execution times of this query using persistent
index structures or persistent columns for processing the selection on attribute r.y. The resulting
relationship between selectivity and execution times is shown in figure 7.4. In this graph we com-
pare the execution times of the query depending on the selectivity of the attribute value for each
data structure either being co-located to the executing physical thread, and being remote on the
other node within the NUMA system. The data is obtained by taking the average of ten iterations
for each measured selectivity. First we can observe that the execution times behave linearly with
respect to the selectivity, and therefore we can obtain parameters for the interpolation of parame-
ters for our linear model. Next, we can see that the execution times for the column-based queries
are shifted along the y-axis depending on remoteness. This makes sense, as the produced inter-
mediate results stay the same for the same selectivities, and only QPI-access delays the execution
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Figure 7.5: Execution time of ’select sum(r.x) from r where r.y = c’, the select-operator on attribute y is exe-
cuted using the indicated data structures and c is chosen to obtain the indicated selectivities

of the selection. For the queries using the persistent B+-Tree we can see that the plot seems to
start at (0,0s). This is due to the fact that for small selectivities the result intermediate columns
produced by the select operators become small, and so the number of attribute values to be pro-
cessed on attribute r.x do also, while for columns the entire column has to be scanned to obtain all
positions, setting the baseline execution time of around 0.25 or 0.3 seconds depending on locality.
The increasing execution time for B+-Trees with respect to remoteness also stems from the fact
that more data has to transferred from node 1 to node 0 with higher selectivities.

One can also see that there are three meaningful points of intersection between the execution
times of (a) local column and local B+-Tree, (b) the local column and the remote B+-Tree and (c)
the remote column and the local B+-Tree. We already hypothesized about the existence of these
intersections in section 5.1 and their necessity to formulate a potential optimizer for incoming
operators and their queries. In this experiment, for (a) the threshold using equation 5.3 is at 25.7
percent selectivity, meaning that below we should choose the B+-Tree for execution, for (b) the
threshold indicated by equation 5.4 is at 24 percent, meaning that we should choose the remote
B+-Tree for selectivities below and the local persistent column for selectivities above, and (c) using
equation 5.5 the same for remote columns and local B+-Trees for selectivities of 30.3 percent. For
strictly remote access to both data structures exists a selectivity threshold of 28.2 percent using
equation 5.6, which is not relevant in two-node setups, but would play a role if considered for a
four-node advisor and optimizer.

The ’proj.’ tags in the legend indicate the estimates if fitting the linear model parameters to the
data of the runtime estimates. As one can clearly see, the model seems to fit the curve for both
B+-Trees and columns as well as for remoteness.

Figure 7.5 shows the same query for the persistent column and the persistent skiplist based se-
lection execution. This graph is similar to the graph in figure 7.4, and the respective execution
times do not differ from the B+-Tree-based ones significantly. We therefore disregard the differ-
ences between the chosen index data structures for the remainder, as to focus on the difference of
balancing out considerations between columns and index structures in a generalized way for the
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Figure 7.6: Average execution time of # threads which execute the query ’select sum(r.x) from r where r.y =
c’, the select-operator on attribute y is executed using the indicated data structures, and c is fixed

evaluation of our predictions for a selection executed on two different columns and a subsequent
aggregation, as well as to evaluate the optimizer and advisor strategies proposed in section 5.3.

We already discussed the influence of multi threading on the performance of running queries. The
graph in figure 7.6 shows the execution time of select-sum queries with respect to the number of
other select-sum queries running in the execution engine. Those queries operate on the same base
data. The graph shows noticeable deviation of the witnessed execution times for higher thread
count. We interpolate the data using an exponential model, and for all setups there seems to be a
reasonable correlation. The deviation might be due to the fact that we operate on the same base
data, and the query threads might share the same last level cache lines, while in different runs
there might be evictions happening and thus causing the execution time to increase by chance.
Altogether, this graph seems to confirm our hypothesis that for data intensive threads in our
execution engine we need to balance out the number of running threads running on each node
as to not suffer from exponential degradation if we naively just assign threads to the nodes with
the best data-structure- or column-locality. Without extending the optimizer model to consider
running threads within the running system, it is safe to assume that running a query thread on a
remote node using the best available data structure can become better than running the query on
a heavily contended node.

7.2.3 Replication in Running Systems using the Advisor and Optimizer

For evaluating the decisions made by our advisor algorithm using the correlation-of-attribute-
selectivities-based replication decision of figure 5.2, we evaluated the average runtimes of the
double-select-sum queries for five iterations for each setup. We assumed that our workload con-
sists of ten double-select-sum queries with selectivities for attribute y of 6.25 percent, and selec-
tivities for attribute z of 50 percent, as well as five double-select-sum queries. The advisor, using
the second of the two discussed strategies, then recognizes the correlation between the y and z se-
lectivities, which result in a preference for the y-B+-Tree and z-column replication decision on the
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Figure 7.7: Predicted and actual execution times for the query ’select sum(r.x) from r where r.y = c and r.z =
d’, c has a selectivity of 6.25 percent and d has a selectivity of 50 percent

Figure 7.8: Predicted and actual execution times for the query ’select sum(r.x) from r where r.y = c and r.z =
d’, c has a selectivity of 50 percent and d has a selectivity of 50 percent
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Figure 7.9: Predicted and actual execution times for the query ’select sum(r.x) from r where r.y = c and r.z =
d’, c has a selectivity of 12.5 percent and d has a selectivity of 50 percent

same node, as well as the y-column/z-column replication decision for the other. In figure 7.7 we
can see the resulting average query execution time for selectivities y at 6.25 percent and selectivi-
ties z at 50 percent. The first of the two advisor strategies would have resulted in the other way: it
would have recognized more operators above the selectivity threshold given in equation 5.5 than
in equation 5.4 and would have then chosen column/column as the first, and B+-Tree/column as
the second.

The optimizer knows the configuration of the replicas on the system, and calculates the runtime
for each individual selection using the interpolated parameters that were obtained through mea-
surements and which were already used to obtain the break even point for selectivities. Since it
knows we have the y-B+Tree and the z-column on one, and the y-column/z-column replication
on the other, it evaluates the runtimes of the two selections for each of those and sum them up
using the parameters from the select-sum-query estimation as a worst case estimate for both ’and’
intersection or ’or’ unions. We used the select-sum-query execution time estimate for both of the
individual selections since we do not know how much the intermediate result columns will inter-
sect or unionize, and evaluate the subsequent evaluation for aggregation time estimates using the
input selectivities. The result is that the optimizer chooses the first of the two using the predicted
query execution time. This is reflected in figure 7.7, where the predicted execution time is the
lowest for the y-B+Tree/z-column, and which is also indicated as the chosen combination by the
optimizer. There is a more than significant difference between the estimates for the estimation
of the combinations for y-column/z-B+-Tree and y-B+-Tree/z-B+-Tree, and the real experimen-
tal results. This is due to the necessity of a sort-operation on the intermediate column produced
by the select-operator, which produces an unsorted intermediate columns of positions, while the
column-based operator produces a sorted intermediate column. This sort-operator has not been
modelled into the optimizer and the advisor, thus producing such estimate-result disparities. In
this case, this does not lead to a wrong optimization decision. For selectivities of 50 percent for
both attributes, which is reflected in figure 7.8, the optimizer resorts to the second replication
decision according to the estimates, again producing the intended result.

In figures 7.9 and 7.10 however, we see errors of two kinds. In the first of the two, the optimizer
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Figure 7.10: Predicted and actual execution times for the query ’select sum(r.x) from r where r.y = c and r.z
= d’, c has a selectivity of 3.125 percent and d has a selectivity of 3.125 percent

is presented with a double-select-sum query using selectivities 3.125 percent and 3.125 percent,
which was not included in the workload. Since no B+-Tree/B+-Tree replication is present in the
system, the optimizer resorts to using the B+-Tree/column replication combination present on
the first node. This is, however, intended behavior. For figure 7.9 we see a result for incor-
rectly modelled query-operator relationships due to the unmodelled sort-operator needed for
the intermediate column produced by the B+-Tree-based operator, and though the correct choice
would have been the column/column node, the optimizer instead chose the node with the B+-
Tree/column replication combination. Although the runtime behavior for sort algorithms is well
known through their complexities and thus could have been integrated into the model, it was not
integrated and thus further signifies that all operators need to be properly modelled in the cost
model for a query to account for all execution time deviations.

Up to the criticized points, the experiments seem to confirm our hypotheses stated in chapter 5.
It is surprising that the remoteness of the data seem to play a lesser role in query execution time,
and the chosen data structure mainly contributes to the execution speed of the operators, while
leaving only a window of around five percent within the selectivities where there is no clear break
even point when the data structures are either remote or local.
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The shift of the persistence domain from secondary storage devices to main-memory-level per-
sistent memory brought the need to replicate base data to provide failure safety. Base data cannot
only be represented using column or row data, but also using known index data structures. In this
thesis we showed that the decision to replicate base data in a polymorphic way can be leveraged
to speed up query processing. Although the system has to deal with the additional memory over-
head of maintaining the same base data twice, the additional data structures are common in other
DBMS as well in the form of index structures and here we can use them to significantly speed up
operator throughput in well-defined cases. We also identified OLAP operators which are the best
usable for the given data structures and provide a simple model to model their execution times.

We established rules to abide when replicating base data across NUMA nodes to prevent data loss
of both representations for the case of an NVDIMM failure. Furthermore, we also observed that
the execution times and therefore throughputs of operators and their utilizing queries depend on
the locality of the data and the executing thread within the NUMA system, and showed the need
for well-distributed execution of data-intensive query-threads over the NUMA system due to
degrading performance. Next, we identified thresholds for selectivities of select-operators, along
which an optimizer can decide to use what data structures on a given node even in the case of
remoteness of the base data, and identified two advisor strategies which a placement advisor can
use to distribute structurally polymorphic replicas in a NUMA setup.

We evaluated the throughputs of the select-operator thoroughly and showed that for low selectiv-
ities, the index data structures exhibit roughly similar throughputs and outperform the column-
based implementations. After this, we validated the break even points estimated in chapter 5
and provided the linear model with parameters for both single-select-sum queries and double-
select-sum queries. We used the execution time cost model parameters for the advisor strategy
and showed that it provides the best recommendation for the given workload, as well as the op-
timizer deciding for the correct node to execute on using the best available data structures for the
operators.

In this thesis we analyzed some operators for the given data structures, mainly the select-operator
due to the ease of implementation and the high benefits for throughputs using the given index
data structures. Future work can try to analyze more complex operators and defer modelling
parameters for those, or even try to establish rewrite rules for query execution plans. Using
a learning model a running system could itself learn the parameters for each operator and infer
query execution time using the knowledge of the running system and of past queries, and to learn
the workload which is present on its own and make according replication decisions. Models using
well established machine learning techniques for query processing have already been proposed
[37] and could be extended to the placement advisor component proposed in this work.

MorphStore [16] can feature processing of compressed columns to benefit memory usage and
query throughput. In this thesis, we did not consider compressed columns, and did not look into
benefits using compressed persistent index data structures, neither in their structure nor in their
value-containers. A promising direction of research would be to evaluate structural compression
of persistent data structures for performance and memory usage, as well as to compare it to the
performance of structurally polymorphic column store. [21]

We also only focused on OLAP operators and queries. The question that arises is that how poly-
morphic replication can support OLTP workloads. If data structures with OLTP operator im-
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plementations are given and also provide thread-safe concurrent access, the work of this thesis
could be extended to also discuss overheads of transactionally updating two representations of
the base data efficiently across nodes, while considering the phenomena present due to the nec-
essary communication between NUMA nodes regarding cache validity, locking and latching, et
cetera.

Although we had a two-node NUMA system to base our experiments on, we could not verify our
advisor strategies and optimizer for a four-node setup or setups with even higher node count.
For such systems remoteness might play a stronger role due to longer access latencies and inter-
connect hops, depending on the architecture of the NUMA configuration. Extending the model
to also reflect asymmetry of processors on either node or even intra-node can also be factored in
when trying to extend the concepts developed in this thesis.
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